
T
HERE IS NO DOUBT IN OUR MIND THAT CAL-A-VIE, JUST NORTH OF

San Diego, is simply the best destination health spa in the country.
After 26 years, this incredible place has continued to up their game
and evolve, focused on getting better and improving in every possible

way with hard work and the finest dedicated professionals. This is no small
achievement as Cal-a-Vie was close to perfect before. Owners John and Terri
Havens are committed to continually investing in the 200-acre property with
great vision and we were wowed by the new elegant Garden Room (where we
gathered each morning for coffee and watched television at night) with rooftop
seating, a new pool, and impressive new treatment rooms. Time spent at Cal-a-
Vie can be life-altering. First of all, you are surrounded with beauty, peace and
happy guests. This is a paradise of health with a daily routine of classes, relax-
ation, massage and beauty treatments, camaraderie and laughter. Days begin
with a morning hike (strenuous or easy), then a light, delicious breakfast. Then
it’s on to your personalized schedule of fitness
classes. (All guests are thoroughly briefed on
arrival to determine their state of health and
their goals.) We sweated-helped along by some
of the most attractive and courteous
instructors this side of heaven-through such
innovative workouts as Cardio Blast, Total
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Knockout, Off the Wall Water Workout and Rowbics. The variety of fitness
programs here is impressive (Latin Dance, Interval Training, Spinning, Aqua
Jogging, Pilates, Core Pole Workout and much more) as is the instructors’
knowledge of fitness. After a creative light lunch, afternoons are devoted to
facials, massage, scalp treatments-you name it-for Cal-a-Vie offers hundreds of
body treatments. Cal-a-Vie’s approach can best be described as luxurious
European spa style. There’s always a nutrition break in the late afternoon and
the chance to do yoga (if you are lucky you will do this by candlelight in the
400 year-old chapel from Dijon, France that the Havens had taken apart in
France stone by stone and rebuilt on the property) or more exercise and then all
gather for hors d’oeuvres at 6:30 to sit at big tables and be elegantly served
Chef Jason Graham’s fantastic gourmet cuisine. We never knew healthy eating
could be so good or pretty as the chef always decorates his plates with fresh
edible flowers. For breakfast one morning we dug into huevos rancheros with
home made guacamole; lunch one day was multi-grain chicken salad; and for
dinner-always three courses-we delighted in corn chowder followed by a roma
tomato and white peach salad, then local white sea bass with lobster, English
peas and yellow corn risotto. Yes, there are desserts but no wine. Dishes are
redolent of fresh thyme, basil and rosemary, truffle oil and nuts, and no one is
ever hungry here. Allergies and special requests are met with a smile. One night
a week Chef Graham gives a cooking demonstration in Cal-a-Vie’s magnificent
Orangerie which appears on a hilltop like a part of Versailles. On some
evenings there will be a guest speaker or a magician to liven things up. But we
usually can’t wait to get back to our pretty little Mediterranean-style villa (there
are just 32 accommodations here and no televisions in the rooms) decorated in
French antiques to read, bathe and drift off to sleep. It is entirely possible to
visit Cal-a-Vie without bringing much luggage: they thoughtfully provide tons
of clean gray workout attire for men and women and many guests never dress
up further than this comfy gear. Fashion is simply not an issue at Cal-a-Vie. If
you must buy something, Cal-a-Vie has excellent retail therapy: a boutique sells
practically everything to wear, gifts, items for the home, and products. And an
antique shop is in the works. Cal-a-Vie is a magic little world of wooded paths,
lavender fields, vineyards and fountains. It is a lot like a small village in
Provence with a most salubrious climate and ever-attentive staff for whom
nothing is a problem. Let’s give credit where credit is due: gracious Manager
Debbie Zie has been there for 23 years and orchestrates all of these details with
grace and ease. There are so few places in the world where you can go to escape
the pressures and stresses of everyday life, where you can feel strong and toned
again and set your life’s course in a new positive direction. To say nothing of
making a few nice new friends. Cal-a-Vie miraculously shows no sign of age,
and that is something to cheer about. We have no doubt you, too, will slow
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down the aging process if you frequent Cal-a-Vie. Three nights at Cal-a-Vie are
$3995, 4 nights $5295, 7 nights $8195 (including 16 spa treatments), all plus tax.
Call (888) 373-8773, visit www.cal-a-vie.com and prepare to be nurtured,
inspired and motivated. An ideal spot for mothers and daughters, husbands and
wives, pals of all ages, families and just going solo. 

T
HE RED CARNATION HOTEL COLLECTION PROUDLY HAS ANNOUNCED

its collaboration with the World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC),
the International Tourism Partnership (ITP) and a selection of inter-
national hotel companies to launch a standardized approach to carbon

measurement. Three of Red Carnation’s luxury boutique properties, selected to
give a good cross-section of the collection’s output, were involved in trials to
pilot the scheme: The Oyster Box Hotel in Durban, one of the collection’s most
recent renovations; The Milestone Hotel, the flagship London property, and The
Chesterfield Mayfair, one of the collection’s busiest four-star properties. The
methodology, which launched this week during the Rio+20 United Nations
Conference, has been devised by the ITP and WTTC, in collaboration with 23
leading global hospitality companies, and is designed to calculate and commu-
nicate the carbon footprint of hotel stays and meetings in a consistent and
transparent way. The group saw an opportunity to improve how the hotel
industry communicates its impacts. Currently, approaches to measuring and
reporting on carbon emissions vary widely. This can lead to confusion amongst
consumers, particularly corporate clients, looking to understand their own
potential carbon footprint and meet their own goals/targets in this area. In
addition, the number of methodologies and tools in use make transparency of
reporting within the hotel industry difficult to achieve. The Hotel Carbon
Measurement Initiative (HCMI) Working Group, comprising of hotel members
within ITP and WTTC, was formed in early 2011 at the request of member
companies to address inconsistencies in hotel companies’ approaches and to
devise a unified methodology based on available data. The methodology named
“HCMI 1.0” is a consolidated move, led by the hotel industry, to establish a
global standardized approach to this common problem for the hotel sector and
its corporate customer base. The methodology, informed by the GHG Protocol
Standards, was first developed in 2011 and has since been tested in hotels of
different style and size in different geographical locations and refined through a
stakeholder engagement process, with input from consultants KPMG. It has also
been reviewed by the World Resources Institute. HCMI demonstrates how
effective collaboration can provide solutions which benefit customers, individual
companies, and wider industry. Through common measurement and language,
stakeholders will now be able to greater understand their footprints and impacts
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Jonathan Raggett, Managing Director of the Red Carnation Hotel Collection,
commented: “The issue of sustainability has become morally intrinsic to our
ethos at Red Carnation Hotels. We proactively, both as a business and as
individual hotels, seek opportunities to understand and minimize our impact on
the environment around us. That’s why we were so excited to be involved in
such an important global initiative. None of us can do this on our own, so we
wanted to be part of a movement that will guide the international hotel industry
towards achieving consistency in this area. “We are also really proud to be the
only privately-owned, family-run boutique collection in the working group. It is
great to have a voice amongst such established big players and for us to all come
together in this landmark collaboration to change the industry for the better.”
David Scowsill, President & CEO of WTTC said “WTTC has long been
advocating that industry speaks with “one voice.” Through this initiative we
have seen major hotel companies come together to agree a means of communi-
cating carbon impacts which ultimately will result in more transparency and
clarity for the consumer. HCMI has broken new ground in its industry driven
approach and I congratulate the companies involved on their leadership in
ensuring this important initiative comes to fruition. We expect this industry
common language to be widely used within the next two years.” Stephen
Farrant, Director of ITP said “This has been a model of competitive collabo-
ration that may serve as a useful template for other industry sectors to learn
from in addressing the challenges of carbon management. It is inspiring to see so
many leading hotel companies across the industry working together over so
many months to make this unique and ground-breaking initiative a reality.” Yvo
de Boer, KPMG Special Global Advisor, Climate Change & Sustainability,
added, “Carbon measurement is one of the key challenges of our time and the
myriad of systems to measure and report carbon usage, particularly in the hotel
sector, results in confusion and skepticism amongst consumers. This initiative to
ensure that hotels are aligned in their approach to carbon measurement is a vital
step in addressing the challenge.” The Working Group comprises of leading
international hotel companies such as Accor, Beijing Tourism Group, Carlson
Rezidor Hotel Group, Diamond Resorts International, Fairmont Hotels and
Resorts, Hilton Worldwide, Hong Kong & Shanghai Hotels, Hyatt Corporation,
InterContinental Hotels Group, Jumeirah Group, Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Group, Marriott International Inc, Meliá Hotels International, MGM Resorts
International, Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts, Orient-Express Hotels Ltd, Pan
Pacific Hotel Group, Premier Inn - Whitbread Group, Starwood Hotels &
Resorts Worldwide, Inc., Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts, The Red Carnation
Hotel Collection, TUI AG, Wyndham Worldwide. The priority for the Hotel
Carbon Measurement Initiative moving forward will be to maximize the take up
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and recognition of the methodology by a broader range of hotels and their
customers. A review process has been put in place to ensure the methodology
may be further refined as user feedback and new research come to light. The Red
Carnation Hotel Collection will be implementing the initiative across all fourteen
of its properties, championed by the in-house green team, which is chaired by
Jonathan Raggett. All staff will be educated on the processes and it will form
part of all new inductions, regular newsletter communications, monthly and
annual company presentations and staff incentives. The company will also be
enthusiastic advocates of the scheme to external partners, clients and guests to
ensure that the methodology is understood and embraced by the industry and
the consumer. For further information, contact info@hotelcarboninitiative.org or
visit: wttc.org/activities/environment/hotel-carbon-measurement-initiative.

T
HE FINAL WEEKEND OF THE 2012 PARK HYATT MASTERS OF FOOD AND

Wine, a global series of seasonally- and locally-inspired culinary
weekend workshops, will occur at Park Hyatts around the world
from September 21-23. Through engaging and interactive

programming, both resident and visiting gourmands and oenophiles can become
“masters” of regional cuisine. Park Hyatt chefs and sommeliers will lead
masters-in-training in three hands-on “courses” on the designated day: In the
Field: Interaction with artisanal food or beverage purveyors; In the Kitchen:
Onsite cooking and prep workshops; In the Moment: Tips on service and
presentation. Sample individual hotel itineraries during the September series
include: Park Hyatt Beaver Creek will offer the perfect fall culinary weekend
featuring seasonal fall fare incorporating locally foraged mushrooms, autumn-
spiced cocktails, and harvest pastry demonstrations. Nothing compares to the
majesty of the Rocky Mountains in the fall. The warm sunny days, cool crisp
evenings, and fiery yellow Aspen leaves are sure to leave a lasting impression
on any guest. They’ll even be an exclusive fly fishing excursion to one of the
area’s gold medal streams. Park Hyatt Buenos Aires will host an “Organic
Springtime” event, where organic producers and suppliers will create a
premium Organic Market in the gardens of the hotel, inviting guests to
experience a uniquely organic universe. Attendees will be able to meet, taste,
and learn about organic trends while celebrating spring’s arrival in Buenos
Aires. Park Hyatt Dubai will feature a live chocolate making demonstration,
followed by a chocolate Christmas gifts-making class with the hotel’s pastry
chef. Guests will also have the opportunity to learn how to create elegant
packaging for their chocolaty gifts. Children are more than welcome and will
be able to have fun and decorate some sweets as budding pastry chefs. Park
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Hyatt Paris-Vendôme will offer a special workshop with Mr. Cohen at Les
Vergers St. Eustache, the official supplier of all the Michelin-starred restaurants
in Paris. Guests will have the opportunity to discover amazing and forgotten
vegetables thanks to Mr. Cohen, a real fruit and vegetable story-teller. Visit
www.park.hyatt.com/en/parkhyatt/masters.html.

T
HE ARISTOCRATIC CHATEAU DE SULLY WAS BUILT IN THE 18TH CENTURY

amidst two large stone towers from the 16th century and housed the
headquarters of the German Forces and later the Allied Forces for
this region during WW II. Through grand wrought iron gates you

enter a green landscape of vast lawns and 100-year- old trees. This is your home
away from home in the heart of Normandy, only
moments from the D-Day beaches. While the
rooms are a bit less than luxurious than a
princeling expects, we can recommend #14 and
#17 in the main building as being among those
that are the most comfortable. A two bedroom
suite, #10, is available in the manor house where
an indoor pool and spa is housed. There is also a cottage suitable for families.
The bathroom amenities should be ungraded for such a venerable and historic
chateau. From reception to the wait staff, all are friendly professionals. Dining
in the chateau’s restaurant is the highlight of being in residence. Nicolas Fages,
chef de cuisine, masterminds regional delicacies using local produce. The wine
list is extensive with over 500 bottles. You are just a few kilometers from
Bayeux where the famous Bayeux Tapestry is housed. This nearly 1,000-year-old
tapestry depicting the decisive battle of the Norman Conquest in the year 1066
is a must-see. Residing at Chateau de Sully made us feel like we were the Lords
of Sully. All is skillfully managed by the charming and distinguished proprietor,
Jean-Marie Batran. Chateau de Sully, route de Port-en-Bessin, 14400 Bayeux
Sully, France. Visit www.chateau-de-sully.com/en/.

E
NTREE RECENTLY SPENT THREE GLORIOUS DAYS AT THE CHATEAU

de Locguenole in southern Brittany. This gem-like Relais &
Chateaux property’s main building dates to the early 1800s with the
manor house bearing a provenance from the early 1700s. The chateau

sits on 250 acres of carefully planted gardens on an arm of the sea. It enjoys 1.3
miles of private coastline. The chateau became a hotel in 1968 and is decorated
with fine antiques from the 18th century. There are 18 rooms and 4 suites.
Creaky floors add to the charm. The restaurant was a high point of our visit
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and has earned one Michelin star under the
guidance of chef de cuisine Olivier Beurne.
We can recommend junior suite #304 that
overlooks the water. From this location we
enjoyed day trips to various little villages,
seeking out places to explore. The chateau
has been in the de la Sabliere family since

1968 and has been managed by Bruno de la Sabliere since 1990. Chateau de
Locguenole, Route de Port Louis en Kervignac 56700 Hennebont, France, (33)
02 97 76 76 76, www.chateau-de-locguenole.com.

I
T’S A LUCKY THING FOR MICHELIN-STARRED GORDON RAMSAY THAT HE IS A

truly gifted chef and visionary. While he seems to revel in his bad boy
personality disorders, his talents cannot be denied. When we ran into him at
his excellent Maze restaurant in New York last month, he was less than

charming. We kept this in the forefront of our mind as we entered his eponymous
restaurant at the London Hotel for dinner the very next evening. We did not see
Mr. Ramsay in evidence that night. His brilliant protégé, Chef Markus Glocker,
runs the kitchen at The London NYC and we had what can only be called a
spectacular evening of culinary fireworks. Chef Ramsay obviously can cook but
he also seems to be able to inspire (or intimidate) others to climb to great heights.
Gordon Ramsay at The London is an experience not easily forgotten, an
adventure into truly creative and luxurious cuisine served at the most elevated
levels. The room is a cool, modern, quiet, comfortable and elegant one with pearl
gray walls and sensual white flowers. Dining is offered a la carte (three courses
$135, $75 more if you want the wine pairing) or from a Menu Prestige ($185 and
a wine pairing, if desired, for an additional $115). A vegetarian prestige menu is
also a novel idea. Not for the faint of wallet, however this is formal dining for
only 45 lucky guests who will enjoy exquisite tastes and unparalleled service
inspired by England’s most gifted chef. Amuse bouches arrived instantly with
fragrant promise of things to come. We dug into the dazzling appetizers:
Carnaroli risotto with wild mushrooms and mascarpone and Burgundy truffle;
ballotine of smoked tuna with marinated daikon, bok choy hearts, candied ginger
and crab beignets; and organic hen egg, confit chicken, mushroom fricassee, black
truffle and sherry vinegar. The flair and care with which these dishes were
prepared was instantly apparent. Not only was the combination of flavors and
ingredients original and haute, the service was graceful and unfailingly polite. Our
table moved on to Colorado lamb with Moroccan couscous, braised artichokes,
Meyer lemon and lamb vinaigrette; sautéed Pacific langoustine with cured salmon,
grapefruit and sun choke volute; pausing roasted on the bone with foe grass torch
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on, baby lettuce and Burgundy truffle. We tasted cooked cod with oysters and
pig’s tail crust; caramelized Long Island duck breast with Savoy cabbage; seared
halibut with black salt, poached Maine lobster with yuzu rind in a silky turnip
veloute. The sheer brilliance of these dishes and the interplay of their exotic
components elevates cooking and dining to an art. It is a complicated act to bring
all this magic to the table in a timely manner and the staff at Gordon Ramsay
does this effortlessly. Service never falters. Happily, the wine list is wide-ranging
and fairly priced; the sommelier diplomatically guides diners to proper choices at
proper prices. Desserts brought delirious pleasure to our table, fruit parfait with
coconut dacquoise, passion crème and compressed palm seeds. What more is there
to say? Gordon Ramsay is a bold, brash man, an adulte terrible. After dining at
Gordon Ramsay at The London we are convinced he has every right to be. We
forgive him all his peccadilloes—his undeniable talent and those of his team reign
supreme. Gordon Ramsay at The London, 151 West 54th Street, New York, NY
10019; (866) 690-2029.

S
URF & SAND RESORT IN LAGUNA BEACH IS AN INSPIRED CHOICE FOR A

superb Southern California getaway. We found rooms that all
overlooked the ocean with unobstructed views. The very stylish,
updated décor was pleasant with beautiful shutters for total privacy.

We were greeted by wine and a nice selection of cheeses. Chambermaids turned
down the beds and left a nice assortment of very tasty chocolates each evening.
At dinner, Splashes restaurant was packed with locals and hotel guests. Chef Jeff
Armstrong is creative and knows coastal cuisine. We enjoyed a beet and hearts
of palm salad to start. Oysters were very tasty. The main course of scallops and
risotto was cooked to perfection. We had a nice white wine selected by the

sommelier that made the meal. Service was
fantastic and never wanted for a thing. The waiters
were patient and knowledgeable about everything
including local attractions. Apple cobbler hit the
spot for dessert. Brunch the next morning was
excellent capped off with a Bloody Mary and chili

margarita hit the right spots. Seared salmon was cooked to perfection. A
beautiful beach, crashing waves, crystal clear pool and energetic happy staff
made the experience totally first class. However, the Aquaterra Spa felt a tad
outdated with furniture from the 1970s. That notwithstanding, the massage was
the highlight of our stay. Sean was simply exceptional...well worth the expense.
The concierge and front desk staff were very polite, helpful and even the valets
were especially friendly. Overall, we’d give Surf & Sand an A rating. Visit
www.surfandsandresort.com.



E
NTREE RECENTLY VISITED THE CHARMING ENCLAVE OF CARMEL

Highlands, just a few miles south of the more well established
Carmel-by-the-Sea. Long known for its rugged shoreline and artisan
community, the Highlands embody the unmistakable allure of

California’s central coast. Along Highway 1, a small store and gasoline station
ground this tiny community, where it is easy to imagine Steinbeck ambling
through at any moment or Stevenson capturing some enchanting story of
pirates, over a glass of Taslisker. Among these rolling hills, you will find the
newly renovated Hyatt Carmel Highlands. Perched at the end of a meandering
drive, this indoor-outdoor resort is surrounded by pristine scenery and stunning
ocean views. A blazing fire in the wood paneled lobby warms you immediately,
as does an attentive staff. However, it is the expansive windows and whitewater
seascape that truly define first impression. Situated near world class restaurants
and golfing, and just a short jaunt from Big Sur and Pebble Beach, it’s no
wonder that the Highlands have been a well guarded locale for those looking
for the best of the Monterey Peninsula from a path less trodden. The Hyatt
operates as both a full service hotel as well as a time-share property, which
means that many of the rooms are two story condominium suites. We were
quickly escorted away, via golf cart, as parking near the rooms is almost impos-
sible. Upstairs, a well-appointed kitchen, half bath, living room with wood
burning fireplace (and fire starter kit) as well as a private balcony soar above
the ocean. Angular ceilings and local artistry give the space a comfortable feel,
easily a place to kick off your loafers and bask in the sublime aura of this
coastal hideaway. A narrow flight of stairs leads down into the master bedroom,
unremarkable as bedrooms go, save the notably comfortable king-sized bed.
There were certainly details to be attended to here, electrical cords ineffectively
hid behind side tables, streaks on the windows and a nonworking bedside lamp.
However, the romantic master bath more than made up for any shortcomings—
renovated in rich wood tones and dark granite, and anchored by a luxurious
Jacuzzi tub that divides the two spaces. There is no doubt that the natural
beauty speaks volumes for itself, and the Hyatt has found a way to exist effort-
lessly within the setting rather than compete against it. This was, perhaps, the
most refreshing aspect of the hotel was this sense that at any given moment we
were engaged with the landscape, rather than overwhelmed by high design or
ostentatious architecture. Visit www.highlandsinn.hyatt.com or call (831) 620-
1234. Situated just off the lobby, Pacific’s Edge restaurant escapes the more
commonly expected pitfalls of a hotel eatery. The aesthetics of the room center
around grand windows placed strategically to offer unobstructed views of the
water. An award-winning, and we might add well-rounded, wine list was made
all the more pleasant after a chat with knowledgeable Sommelier, Don Mallery.
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His appreciation of both foreign and local wines spoke to the restaurant’s
promise towards retaining a personalized feel, even after being scooped up by
the Hyatt and a sometimes more phlegmatic approach to dining that can
accompany corporate ownership. Our meal was executed with precision, favorite
dishes being the short ribs braised in red wine, served with potato risotto and
wild mushrooms and the crisp sea bass and scallop ceviche. The seasonal tasting
menu is a preferred choice, especially when expertly paired with the wandering
wine list. For the true oenophile, 2012’s Wine Maker Series, which featured
Justin Vineyards in April, is a fantastic way to experience the best this
restaurant has to offer. We had a moment to speak with Chef Matt Bolton, who
relayed to us his eclectic culinary background, as well as his commitment
towards using the finest, local ingredients whenever possible. As the sun set,
and the water turned to an awe-inspiring shade of coral, it was clear to us that
of the many wonders California has to offer, this stretch of relatively uncor-
rupted coastline, has to be one of the best. For seasonal menus and reservations,
visit www.pacificsedge.com. On the note of food, coastal California has had a
long-standing love affair with Spanish cuisine. In our experience, very few
restaurants come as close to capturing the authenticity of Mundaka in Carmel-
by-the-Sea. We would be remiss if we didn’t mention this restaurant, tucked
unassumingly next to a neighborhood dive bar. Our Catalonian server, also co-
owner, was well versed in everything Spanish. From the Txakoli, an effervescent
Spanish wine poured from a height so as to release the flavors—ever so hard to
come by in the States—to the tapas, expertly dished. We easily could have
ordered one of everything on the menu, and in retrospect, perhaps we did.
Smaller plates like boqerones (white anchovies) and patata bravas (roasted
potatoes) accompanied larger portions of exquisite paella and lamb chops. The
food was reminiscent of so many summers spent along the Catalonian coast.
Decor is Spanish shabby chic; reclaimed materials and artifacts allude to stories
of lives lived. Amid the atmosphere and live music, plentiful bar with wonderful
selection of digestifs, we felt that we could happily return, if only to spend an
hour recounting adventure tales with the gracious staff and local patrons. What
a find. Check out www.mundakacarmel.com.

H
OT TYPE: MONICA PEDERSON MAKE IT BEAUTIFUL: DESIGNS

and Ideas for Entertaining at Home, $35, by the stunning Monica
Pedersen is a beautiful book with gorgeous photographs and
insightful tips for home entertaining. In this era of thrifty and smart

DIY, this book is the ideal guide to throwing stylish and creative events without
breaking the bank, drawing inspiration from readers’ own homes. The stunning
photography and elegant layout make this the perfect coffee table book for
anyone who likes interior design.
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T
HE NEXT TIME YOU VISIT OJAI, STOP BY THE AZU RESTAURANT AND

Tapas Bar, a quiet spot offering a little taste of Spain in this funky
California town close to Santa Barbara. Chef Laurel Moore has
created an elegant, comfortable destination with a European flair,

serving a fresh local menu inspired by Spanish and Mediterranean Comfort
Cuisine. Azu also features an expansive wine list of local and international
wines, many by the glass, and a wonderfully creative “Specialty Cocktail”
selection. We began our experience with a lovely and delicate pear martini and
then went on to try several delicious tapas
offered. The stuffed dates (with Hadley
Organic Medjol Dates stuffed with chorizo
and wrapped in bacon) were superb, as was
the roasted beet salad (with an unique combi-
nation of red beets, ricotta salata, fried
chickpeas, pickled red onion and Moroccan
olives with a basil garlic dressing), and an
unusually light and delicate chile relleno
(stuffed with Ojai spinach, pine nuts, currants
and Oaxaca cheese in a spicy tomato sauce). And of course, the many gelato
choices and excellent espresso offered are a perfect ending to the many “little
tastes” Azu serves. Patrons seemed equally comfortable dining at the elegant
bar, or seated at tables. Visit www.azuojai.com. If you decide you’d like to stay
overnight in Ojai, the Emerald Iguana Inn is a relaxing choice for the budget-
conscious traveler. The inn is set amongst tranquil gardens, with a mix of
architectural styles and suites, and sets out a lovely poolside continental
breakfast with flavored Greek yogurt choices, boiled eggs, pastries, coffee/tea,
cereal, and pixie oranges, apples and bananas. The Emerald Iguana is tucked
away in a tranquil Ojai neighborhood close to trails and the main street, and is
a nice respite from daily life. Upon check in, you will receive a delightful box
of Cali-Breson gourmet chocolates with the Iguana logo atop each piece. Visit
www.emeraldiguana.com.

S
URE-FIRE BETS FOR YOUR WINE CELLAR: WE ESPECIALLY LIKE

Champagne Lanson Black Label, an elegant, berry and citrus-infused
bubbly, very fresh and lively, with an intensity that carries through to
the long, long aftertaste, about $38, www.lanson.com; Double Decker

wines from Wente with easy twist off caps: Pinot Grigio—crisp and refreshing;
Red Blend Cabernet Sauvignon with hints of Petite Syrah and Barbera;
Zinfandel—jammy and spicy. Visit www.doubledeckerwines.com. These wines
are a steal at under $10 a bottle.
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F
OR THE FIRST TIME EVER, THE AWARD-WINNING CHESTERFIELD PALM

Beach Hotel is offering its very Special Summer Rate to all of North
America (USA and Canada). All you have to do is call the hotel
directly and mention promo code Chester FL. So whether you live in

Florida or Antarctica and are looking for a relaxing change of pace, this special
applies to you. Offered through October, the Special Summer Rate includes
continental breakfast for two each morning, free valet parking, and free Wi-Fi
in-room and throughout the property. This special starts at $158 for a Superior
Queen Room and $192 for a Deluxe King. Offer is not valid with any other
promos or discounted rate. All prices are exclusive of taxes and gratuities and
are subject to availability. For details and reservations, contact The Chesterfield
Hotel at (800) 243-7871 or email bookchpb@rchmail.com. Visit online at
www.chesterfieldpb.com.

T
HE POPULAR WEEKEND BARBEQUE MENU AT THE ROOF GARDEN

Restaurant atop The Peninsula Beverly Hills between 5:00 p.m. and
9:00 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays runs through September 2. We
cannot think of a more romantic spot than this. Roof Garden guests

may dine on barbecued specialties fresh off the grill in addition to regular
menu items. Barbecued entrées include free-range chicken breast with cilantro
and mint chimichurri; 16-oz bone-in prime dry-aged Harvey Guss rib eye
steak; giant tiger shrimp Char Siu; swordfish fillet with orange chipotle; tradi-
tional Peninsula-style “Ribs on the Roof.” Entrée prices range from $24 to $45
and include a choice of two side dishes and reservations can be made by
calling (310) 975-2855. The Roof Garden’s chic outdoor setting evokes the
feeling of a resort oasis in the heart of the city, with lush Mediterranean
foliage framing spectacular views of the skyline and Technicolor sunsets. The
restaurant’s teak bar or cozy fire pit also set a lovely setting to enjoy wines by
the glass and beer, along with signature cocktails designed for a warm summer
night including the Speckled Jalapeño Margarita, or White Peach & Pear
Martini. The only AAA Five Diamond and Forbes Five Star rated hotel in
Southern California for 19 consecutive years, The Peninsula Beverly Hills
offers 193 newly renovated guest rooms, including 36 suites and 16 private
villas, nestled among lush tropical gardens in the heart of Beverly Hills. The
Peninsula Beverly Hills is located at the intersection of Wilshire and South
Santa Monica Boulevards, within easy walking distance of Century City and
Beverly Hills’ legendary Rodeo Drive. For more information, visit
www.peninsula.com/beverlyhills.
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T
HE LOS ANGELES TOURISM & CONVENTION BOARD HAS ANNOUNCED a
new schedule for Los Angeles’ signature restaurant week. For the first
time in the history of the program, dineLA Restaurant Week will
take place during the summer (July 16-27) and will include specially-

priced lunch and dinner options on Saturday and Sunday. Showcasing 300
restaurants throughout the city-from Manhattan Beach to Pasadena, Downtown
L.A. to Santa Monica-locals and travelers alike are invited to explore this
culinary mecca and stay at the city’s best hotels at an incredible value over the
course of the twelve day event. The newly redesigned dineLA Restaurant Week
program will be offered during lunch and dinner at three different price points:
Lunches will now be 2-course lunches at three price tiers ($15/$20/$25) versus
the previous years’ 3-course lunches at $16/$22/$28; Dinner will now allow for
all menu formats (i.e. small plates, family style-dining etc.) and will not be
limited to the previous 3-course format. Dinner price tiers will be $25/$35/$45.
Specially-priced dineLA Restaurant Week hotel and dining packages are also be
available. At the conclusion of the July dineLA Restaurant Week, the program
will return in January 2013 and will continue on a twice-yearly basis (summer
and winter). For more information, visit www.dineLA.com.

B
ACK FOR ITS 13TH SEASON, PATINA RESTAURANT GROUP WILL

continue the tradition of offering exceptional cuisine and genuine
service at the landmark Hollywood Bowl. Beginning in 2000, this
amazing group has continued to raise the level of service available

at the renowned outdoor music venue through dining options for all concert
patrons. Chef and founder Joachim Splichal’s team, overseen by West Coast
Culinary Director Gregg Wiele, has reaffirmed their commitment and focus to
local and sustainable products throughout all levels of onsite food outposts.
The eclectic menu for the 2012 season shines the spotlight on summer farm-to-
table flavors through freshly made offerings, family-style dining,
internationally inspired street foods and custom picnic baskets for two.
Returning for his 9th season, Master Sushi Chef Travis Kamiyama will return
to the Nishi Sushi Bar at Market West . This intimate eatery presents sushi
items, including specialty rolls and chef’s specials, which are prepared daily.
Additionally, the Nishi Sushi Bar produces pre-order offerings for box seat
ticket holders. A variety of personal jubako boxes featuring salad, selection of
sushi, entrée and fresh summer strawberries alongside large sushi platters
perfect for groups up to eight are available for online ordering at the newly
redesigned web store, located at www.patinagroup.com/bowl.
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Your Seaside Home Away From Home: Pelican Hill
Set on 504 acres by the Pacific Ocean in Newport Beach, Pelican Hill features 128
two-, three- and four-bedroom villas with magnificent coastal views and an
unparalleled array of appointments, immersing guests in the absolute finest of
everything. There are 204 luxuriously appointed bungalow guest rooms and
suites with private terraces; a rejuvenating five-star spa with a menu of the
world’s most celebrated therapies; world-class restaurants including Andrea
serving authentic Northern Italian cuisine; an iconic “Coliseum Pool,” one of the
largest circular pools anywhere with tiered decks and luxurious cabanas; and
Pelican Hill Golf Club with 36 dramatic holes by Tom Fazio, nearly all with ocean
panoramas. Pelican Hill is perfect for a getaway or a longer stay. Their Villa
Luxury Extended Stay Program is the ideal solution for a variety of home transi-
tions. Come for a week, a month or longer during an extensive home
renovation, restoration due to fire or water damage, a job relocation or long-
term-term vacation. A turn-key program makes moving-in simple and takes the
hassle out of finding a temporary residence. All of the two, three, and four
bedroom Villas are beautifully furnished, plus fully equipped down to the house
wares and linens. An overview of Villa features: private terrace furnished with
chaise lounges and a dining table with chairs, great room with wood-beam
ceiling, casually elegant residential furniture, spacious dining areas and limestone
fireplace. There is a kitchen with all cookware, small appliances, dishes,
glassware, silverware, Wolf appliances, Sub Zero refrigerator and wine cabinet,
granite counter tops and fruit wood cabinetry. The master suite features spacious
bath with marble walk-in shower, deep soaking tub and double basins. Most
secondary bedrooms have adjoining baths with marble walk-in shower, deep
soaking tub and double basins. (Some offer double queen beds.) Technology
includes 50 or 60” flat-screen television with DVD player in the great room, 45”
televisions in bedrooms, wireless Internet, Bose sound system and MP3 port. All
have in-Villa washer & dryer, private one or two-car garage, turn-key phone &
utility services. The Luxury Extended Stay Program also offers complimentary
services, such as concierge and personal grocery programs. And there is access to
a world-class spa, fitness center, golf course, Coliseum Pool, in-room dining,
coach services and more. Among the resort’s 128 Villas, the Extended Stay
choices include two-bedroom residences starting from $7,900 monthly; three-
bedroom residences starting from $15,500 monthly; and four-bedroom residences
starting from $23,000 monthly. Visit www.pelicanhill.com
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Our Favorite Travel Agent: Vivian Taylor
Vivian Taylor is a travel agent who combines personal passion for travel with real
boots-on-the-ground experience and confident knowledge about destinations to
exceed the clients’ expectations. She has a deep commitment and expertise to
design travel experiences that match unique hopes and ambitions with seamless
execution. When you talk to Vivian, you have a pro on your case—superior know
how, quick reactions, superb followup, detail orientation, impeccable contacts
and unfailing dedication to her clients-24 hours a day. At her side is Jeff Rodgers
who provides equally devoted client attention. No wonder so many high profile
travelers turn to Vivian Taylor for their travel needs. Contact Vivian Taylor
International, (302) 945-7255; mobile: (310) 497-2650; (323) 270-6748; Fax: (302)
945-7266; e-mail: vivian@viviantaylor.com.


